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ABSTRACT

High speed digital video images of encased and uncased large-scale ex-
plosions of Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil (ANFO), and Composition C-4 (C-4) at
different masses were analyzed using the background oriented schlieren visual-
ization technique. The encased explosions for ANFO and C-4 took place in the
form of car bombs and pipe bombs respectively. The data obtained from the
video footage were used to produce shock wave radius vs time profiles, as well
as Mach number vs shock wave position profiles. The experimentally measured
shock wave data for each explosive material were scaled using Sachs’ scaling
laws to a 1 kilogram charge at normal temperature and pressure. The results of
C-4 were compared to literature, while the results of scaled ANFO were com-
pared to each other, and to the results obtained during the uncased detonations.
The comparison between the scaled profiles gathered from the encased and un-
cased detonations resulted in the identification of the relative amount of energy
lost due to the fragmentation of the case. The C-4 profiles were compared to
those obtained from computational simulations performed via CTH. The C-4 re-
sults showed an agreement in the data reported in literature and that obtained us-
ing the background-oriented schlieren (BOS) technique, as well as a good overall
agreement with the profiles obtained computationally.

Keywords: Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil; Background Oriented Schlieren; Car
bomb; Composition C-4; Explosive Scaling; Pipe Bomb
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

There have been many methods used to observe and analyze the shock
wave created by the detonation of high explosives, including retro-reflective shad-
owgraph and schlieren visualization techniques [1][2][3][4][5][6]. Being able to
visualize the shock wave created after an explosion is important because the data
obtained from the shock wave offers key information about the explosive event it-
self [7]. While the aforementioned methods are effective in certain circumstances,
the background oriented schlieren (BOS) technique is useful for both small and
large-scale experimentation. The application of background-oriented schlieren
at a large scale has been investigated, and its simplicity and effectiveness have
made it an attractive alternative for explosives analysis and characterization on a
large scale in the field [8][9][10][11]. The analysis of the detonation of encased and
uncased large-scale high explosives in the form of improvised explosive devices
(IEDs) using the BOS technique is the basis of this research.

IEDs are homemade devices designed primarily to kill, or cause extreme
damage to both humans and infrastructure [12]. Some of the most recent terror-
ism tactics encompass the use of IEDs, vehicles, and different targets containing
explosives. These devices were responsible for about 90% of the deaths and in-
juries on soldiers and civilians in Iraq [13]. Unfortunately, there are countless
ways to create an IED, limited only by the imagination of the maker. IEDs vary
in potency, since there is no limit on their size, configuration, packaging or deliv-
ery. The components needed and instructions on how to build IEDs are readily
available, regardless of complexity of the device, making these extremely danger-
ous and popular weapons [12]. The ingredients to make a homemade explosive
(HME) can be found anywhere, and the quantities of these commercially avail-
able ingredients will always vary, making the stability of each IED different [14].
IEDs can be concealed in many shapes, including, but not limited to, suitcases,
postal mail, toys, cell phones, computers, cigarette boxes, bottles, pressure cook-
ers, pipe bombs, and car bombs [12].

IEDs have been widely used as warfare weapons and in terrorism tactics
[12]. When these objects are set off, devastation and chaos become present. Fortu-
nately, the United States can count on trained volunteers and First Responders to
attend to these disasters. These men and women risk their lives to keep civilians
safe and to make the job of forensic investigators a little easier. It is important to
find ways to protect those who protect and serve this country.
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The BOS technique benefits the analysis of outdoor tests of the detonation
of large scale explosives. This technique is used here to visualize the shock wave
propagation, and investigate the outcome of the explosions of two of the afore-
mentioned IEDs: pipe bombs (Figure 1.1) and car bombs (Figure 1.2). These IEDs
encase Composition C-4 and Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil (ANFO) respectively.
The information gathered by this technique is used to calculate the shock wave
velocity, Mach number, and peak overpressure of these large-scale explosions.
These parameters will help characterize the detonation of encased ANFO via
comparison to uncased ANFO detonation, as well as provide a relative amount of
energy lost due to fragmentation for encased C-4, which is a well know explosive
[11], to support the effectiveness of the BOS method.

Figure 1.1: Left: Unexploded pipe bomb. Right: Exploding pipe bomb

Figure 1.2: Left: Unexploded car bomb. Right: Exploding car bomb
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1.1 Energetic Materials

Energetic materials are those materials that release large amounts of en-
ergy when undergoing exothermic chemical reactions. Explosives are substances
that react chemically almost instantaneously. They produce a rapid evolution of
heat and gas, which transfer into an expansion of matter. An explosion can ei-
ther be mechanical, chemical, or atomic in nature [15]. The events investigated
in this work are generated from the initiation of explosives, which results in an
exothermic reaction, categorizing these as chemical explosions.

The experiments performed here focused on two main explosive materi-
als, Composition C-4, and Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil. Composition C-4 (shown
in Figure 1.3) is a solid, yet malleable plastic ideal explosive; its appearance is
usually white or light brown, and it is commonly used in military applications
[12]. C-4 is the most used putty explosive, a mixture of RDX and a plasticize,
in the United States [16]. C-4 is most commonly made out of 91% RDX, 5.3%
Di(2ethylhexyl) sebacate, 2.1% Polyisobutylene, and 1.6% oil [17]. Its density can
vary from 1.53 to 1.56 g/cm3 depending on the amount of components the mix-
ture is made out of [16]. C-4 is mainly used in military demolitions, as well as the
making of shaped charges, and other special ordnance such as claymore mines
[12].

Figure 1.3: Commercial Composition C-4. [12]

Ammonium nitrate is a chemical compound made out of a salt of ammo-
nia and nitric acid; it is commonly used for soil fertilization, but when it is mixed
with a fuel, it becomes an explosive [18]. The mixture becomes ammonium nitrate
fuel oil (ANFO) which is an industrial explosive, shown in Figure 1.4. ANFO is
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typically made out of 94% ammonium nitrate, and 6% fuel oil [17]. The ammo-
nium nitrate,NH4NO3, reacts when fuel is added to it, producing gas and heat
and increasing the temperature and power of a given explosion [12]. ANFO is a
non-ideal low-density explosive, with a low detonation velocity (3 - 5 km/s) [19].
ANFO is one of the most widely used explosives in the mining industry and civil
construction [20]. It is also commonly used as the main explosive in IEDs [18].

Figure 1.4: Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil prills. [12]

1.2 Characterization and Scaling of Explosives

Researchers in the past have investigated several visualization techniques
that allow for observing and analyzing density and pressure gradients. The in-
formation obtained using this techniques has also been complimented with TNT
equivalences. Schlieren photograph and shadowgrams have been used by Kleine
et al., to analyze charges of varying masses of silver azide (AgN3), a chemical
compound which is used as a primer or primary explosive [4]. Kleine et al., com-
pared the shock wave radius vs time profiles created by the detonation of AgN3
to those that would have been produced by detonations of samples of the same
mass of TNT [4]. This was done to find the TNT equivalences of silver azide at
different ranges of mass. Kleine et al. used the resulting shock wave radius versus
time profiles to determine the shock Mach number and hydrostatic overpressure,
both as a function of the shock wave radius [4].

More recently, Biss et al. [6] used high-speed digital shadowgraph visu-
alization at a laboratory-scale to track the shock wave radius versus time pro-
files of several composite explosive charges. Using this technique, the removal of
the main effects of the composite charges booster component was achieved and
the air-blast properties were obtained. Such blast properties were later used to
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characterize the candidate explosive material. The resulting characterization of
each composite was then used to find the TNT equivalence corresponding to each
composite explosive charge [6].

The characterization of an explosive material is made possible by observ-
ing its physical properties [6]. In a simple form, the characterization of an ex-
plosive is the quantification of its blast parameters relative to a standard [21]. In
order to calculate the relative energy released by an explosive, the radius of the
shock wave needs to be determined and the physical property identified. Such
value is typically related to the distance at which the same property occurs after a
TNT detonation of the same mass is set off (i.e. TNT equivalence) [4][6][9][21][22].
However, this comparison can quickly become expensive and sometimes imprac-
tical at a large scale, because a description of the differences in shock wave motion
when different explosives are used cannot be achieved. In order to better char-
acterize an explosion, the radius vs time profiles and the overpressure duration
profiles should be provided, not just the TNT equivalence [22].

Explosives are most commonly scaled using the Hopkinson or Sachs scal-
ing laws [7] [22] [23]. Hopkinson showed that if a peak property value of a charge
with mass W1, or energy release E1, occurs at distance R1, and at distance R2 from
another charge of mass W2 (or energy E2) and the same material then:

R1

R2
=

(
W1

W2

) 1
3

=

(
E1

E2

) 1
3

(1.1)

Thus, the distance of the peak value of a specific property from the center
of an explosive charge, and its duration, are proportional to the linear dimension
of the spherical charge. The linear dimension of the charge is proportional to
the cube root of the mass of the charge, W1

1/3, and the cube root of the energy
released, E1

1/3 [23].
In 1944, Sachs investigated the atmospheric conditions of an explosives

blast, assuming that a change in the scale of pressure, distance and time was
due to the change in the external conditions [24]. Thus, Sachs added to Hopkin-
sons theory so it would account for temperature and pressure differences in the
medium the shock wave traveled through [23]. Sachs scaling law relates explo-
sions of varying masses in different atmospheres [21]. If the detonation in atmo-
sphere of two materials of equal composition and different pressures is assumed,
the scaled distance according to Sachs would be:

R1

R2
=

(
W1

W2

) 1
3
(

P2

P1

) 1
3

=

(
E1

E2

) 1
3
(

P2

P1

) 1
3

(1.2)

where R, W, P, and E denote the distance, weight, pressure, and energy, respec-
tively, and the numbers 1 and 2 refer to the material in question. For this the-
sis, the results are scaled to a 1 kg charge (WSTP) at Normal Temperature and
Pressure (TNTP = 288.16K, PNTP = 101325 Pa), as done by Hargather [11]. Thus,
Equation 1.2 reduces to
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R1

R2
=

(
W1

WSTD

) 1
3
(

PNTP

P1

) 1
3

(1.3)

To scale time, t, the equation used by Sachs is:

t1

t2
=

(
W1

W2

) 1
3
(

P2

P1

) 1
3
(

T1

T2

) 1
2

=

(
E1

E2

) 1
3
(

P2

P1

) 1
3
(

T1

T2

) 1
2

(1.4)

which reduces to:

t1

t2
=

(
W1

WSTD

) 1
3
(

PNTP

P1

) 1
3
(

T1

TNTP

) 1
2

(1.5)

Kleine et al. [4], and Hargather et al. [22], used different terms of the Sachs’
scaling method, which is the approach used in the present work. Charges of C-4
and ANFO, both encased and uncased, were scaled to a 1 kg charge at normal
temperature and pressure (NTP) values using the following equations:

Rs =
R
S

, and ts =
ct
S

(1.6)

where Rs and ts represent the scaled values of the radius and time respectively, R
and t represent the measured values of radius and time, while c and S are scaling
factors given by:

c =
T

288.16K

1
2

(1.7)

and

S =

(
W

WSTD

1
3
)(

101.325kPa
P

) 1
3

(1.8)

Here, T and P are the ambient temperature and pressure measured in
Kelvin and kPa, respectively, W is the charge mass in kg, and WSTD is the to-
tal mass which the charges are being scaled to, which in this case is WSTD = 1
kg.

After the results are scaled, the data points obtained from shock tracking
are used and fit into a non-linear least squares equation (Equation 1.9) proposed
by Dewey [25][4][11][22].

Rs = A + Ba0ts + Cln (1 + a0ts) + D
√

ln (1 + a0ts) (1.9)
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Here, A, B, C, and D are fitted coefficients, while a0 represents the speed
of sound at NTP. Coefficient B is set to equal 1 to ensure that the shock speed
approaches the ambient speed of sound as time reaches infinity, and hence satisfy
the physical limitations on time [4][22].

In order to validate the outcome of the scaling process used in this work,
the scaled results of the C-4 experiments presented on this thesis are compared
to the results obtained using the fitted coefficient values A, B, C, and D given by
Equation 1.9 by Hargather [11].

1.3 Background - Oriented Schlieren

Although the visualization methods discussed above have been proved to
be effective in small scale analysis, trying to adapt these systems to a large scale
analysis can be difficult due to the size of the optical components required. The
background oriented schlieren (BOS) technique is a method that can easily be
adapted to both small and large-scale experimentation, because it does not need
any precision optical components, thus it is an excellent choice when performing
analysis at a large scale outdoors [8][9][10][11].

The BOS technique was first explored by Dalziel et al. [26], and patented
by Meier [27] in the same time period [11]. The BOS technique requires a camera
focused on an undisturbed background, against which light distortions are im-
aged [28]. Figure 1.5 shows a common optical arrangement for the background
oriented schlieren technique. In a laboratory environment, the background is
commonly a black-and-white dotted pattern. In the test region, the schlieren ob-
ject is placed and the light is refracted through angle ε at point P. This refraction
causes a distortion, which is imaged as a shift in the background [10].

Figure 1.5: Typical Background Oriented Schlieren Set-Up
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The light distortions are caused by refractive disturbances, which are re-
gions in space with refractive index gradients [8]. For a gas, the refractive index
is a function of the gas species and the gas density. Via the ideal gas law, this im-
plies that temperature and pressure affect the refractive index of a gas. Because
a shock wave generates density, temperature, and pressure gradients, the back-
ground oriented schlieren technique can be used to observe these gradients and
thus, the shock wave.

Background Oriented Schlieren can be used to not only track the shock
wave of explosives, but also to measure other density gradients. Klinge et al.
proved that it is possible to use the BOS technique to determine the velocity and
density distribution of a wing tip vortex created in the transonic wind tunnel of
an aircraft [8]. Venkatakrishnan et al. used BOS to obtain the density field for a
supersonic flow. The images obtained were processed using a cross-correlation
algorithm, to obtain quantitative density measurements. The variations in den-
sity were then plotted against the location of the shock wave [29].

When the BOS process is used at a large scale, the setup shown in Figure
1.5 stays the same. However, because large-scale visualization experiments re-
quire a large field of view, the use of artificially generated random-dotted-pattern
backgrounds is not practical [2][11]. In an outdoors environment, the use of ar-
tificial backgrounds is not required; instead, the use of natural backgrounds is
possible [10]. This means that as long as there is something undisturbed behind
the explosion, such as hills or trees, it will be likely to track the shock wave as far
out from the origin as the camera frame permits.

Previous experimentalists have made use of pressure gages to track and
obtain quantitative measurements of shock waves [30][31]. However, character-
izing the energy release from large explosions using traditional point-pressure
gages can quickly become difficult and expensive, and the set up for these ex-
periments can be time consuming. The background oriented schlieren technique
is used here to provide large-field-of-view visualization of the shock wave prop-
agation from large-scale explosions. This technique is used to allow field mea-
surements of blast wave properties instead of traditional point-wise measure-
ments, since previous studies have shown that there had been discrepancies be-
tween pressure measurements obtained using pressure gages and BOS images
[32]. Noise and especially fragments produced from an encased explosion can
interfere with the readings, which leads to erroneous data being collected [33].
However, the measurements of the shock wave overpressures can be obtained
using the BOS technique [9], which minimizes the error introduced due to noise
and fragments, which can be ignored if the shock wave front is tracked directly.

The BOS technique can be used in situations where a high explosive is
not detonated for experimental purposes. In real life scenarios, it is more likely
to have a camera recording an event than pressure gages taking measurements
at the right locations. Because the BOS method only requires a camera and a
background, it can be applied everywhere where a camera is recording.

When high speed images undergo the BOS process, quantitative measure-
ments of shock waves can be obtained. Sommersel et al., used this technique to
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calculate the Mach number and predict the shock front overpressure of Composi-
tion C-4 high explosive [9]. The results obtained were compared to the C-4 mass
equivalent of TNT at a given pressure, showing a good agreement between the
experimental results and the theoretical results. The experiments performed by
Sommersel et al., showed that the BOS technique is effectively used to estimate
explosion overpressures from high explosives at a large scale.

Composition C-4 is a high explosive that has been commonly used along-
side with the BOS technique [9][11][31]. The BOS technique was recently applied
to a large-scale analysis of the detonation of Composition C-4 [11]. The shock
propagation Mach number of C-4 was obtained from these experiments by using
the BOS technique and a hill side as the natural background for the high-speed
images. Hargather also used the optically-measured Mach numbers to estimate
the reflected pressure and overpressure duration obtained at different pressure
gage locations [11].

Another attempt to visualize the shock wave propagation of an open-air
explosion of Composition C-4 was performed by Mizukaki et al. [31]. In this ex-
periment, a high speed camera at a frame rate of 10,000 Hz, and 800 x 600 pixels
field of view, was utilized. Mizukaki et al. also used a natural background that
included trees and grass to make the measurements, instead of a random dot pat-
tern commonly used in laboratory scale experiments. From the recorded images,
Mizukaki et al. was able to obtain the shock wave propagation curve and over-
pressure distribution of C-4. The results were then compared to those obtained
in a numerical analysis. There was a good agreement between the experimental
and numerical results, which suggested that using the BOS method in an open
field set up could provide better quantitative visualization results [31].

Following the examples described above, this thesis work focuses on using
the BOS technique to obtain quantitative measurements of shock wave propaga-
tions of two main high explosives, Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil, and Composi-
tion C-4. From the shock wave propagation measurements, the Mach number as
a function of radius can be obtained [11], and from these results, the overpres-
sures can be predicted [9][11][31].
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CHAPTER 2

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

All experiments presented were performed at the Energetic Materials Re-
search and Testing Center (EMRTC), which is a major research and training divi-
sion of New Mexico Tech, and is located in Socorro, New Mexico. EMRTC spe-
cializes in the research, development, testing, and analysis of energetic materials.
The facilities at EMRTC include more than 30 test sites, gun ranges, and other
research facilities and storage areas, having the ability to perform tests using up
to 50,000 pounds of explosives.

2.1 High Speed Video Equipment

The main camera used for this experiment was a Phantom v711 camera,
manufactured by Vision research [34] and shown in Figure 2.1. This camera has
an internal memory of 8GB RAM. The maximum resolution possible with the
Phantom 711 is 1280 x 800, with a recording speed of 7530 frames per second
(FPS). This camera is also capable of recording images at a maximum speed of
1,400,00 FPS when using the reduced resolution of 128 by 8 pixels [34]. The Phan-
tom v711 uses the Phantom PCC 2.14b software to view and edit the recorded
high speed videos. This gray-scale camera was used based on its recording capa-
bilities and availability to document all pipe bombs, car bombs, and bare charges.

Figure 2.1: Phantom v711 digital high-speed camera by Vision Research. [34]
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A digital Nikon D5100 digital camera was used to take photographic im-
ages of the tests final set-up, and the field before and after the explosions. A
Nikon ED Nikkor 80 - 200 mm lens, and a Nikon DX AF-S Nikkor 18 - 55 mm
lens were used for the high speed camera and the digital camera respectively.

Due to the intensity of the explosions and the needed location of the high
speed camera, an aluminum box, shown in Figure 2.2, was built to protect the
camera and its components. Plexiglas was placed in front of the camera lens to
prevent fragments from hitting the lens or any other camera parts.

Figure 2.2: Aluminum Box of 0.25” thick plates protecting the Phantom v711
high-speed camera.

The high speed videos are recorded at a specific frame rate, which de-
pends on each particular setup and environmental conditions. Once the video of
the detonation is recorded, the video is converted into images. These images are
then analyzed in MATLAB, where the BOS processing is performed. The BOS
technique identifies pixel shifts in an image relative to a reference image. The
pixel shifts are due to refractive disturbances that are present between the back-
ground and the camera and that change as a function of time. The shock wave
that is produced from a car bomb or a pipe bomb explosion is a strong refractive
disturbance with large density and pressure gradients across it. In these experi-
ments, the shock wave is visualized with the BOS technique in each of the high-
speed images. The BOS-processed images are then used to calculate the shock
wave propagation velocity, and Mach number, among other characteristics of the
explosion.
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For a typical schematics of the BOS technique like the one shown in Fig-
ure 1.5, the smallest density gradient detected is what commonly determines the
sensitivity of the system, which is a function of the capabilities of the camera, the
strength of the object being analyzed, and optical geometry [10]. The sensitivity
of the BOS process is also influenced by the L-t distance, shown in Figure 1.5,
which is the distance between the object being analyzed and the camera, t, and
the distance between the camera and the background, L. When the distance be-
tween the camera and the background, the focal length of the lens, and the reso-
lution of the camera, are greater, the sensibility of the system improves, although
it is important to maintain the background and the schlieren object in focus [10].
If the background is not focused, the shift in pixels is practically impossible to
detect, even with the best resolution, and if the schlieren object is not focused, the
images obtained are not of use. Thus, keeping a balanced focus is imperative for
this process to function to its full capabilities.

2.2 Experimental Setup for C-4 Bare Charges and Pipe Bombs

The detonation of a total of six charges containing different masses of
Composition C-4 was performed at the West Valley test range at EMRTC. These
charges were detonated in the form of three Schedule 40 galvanized pipe bombs
with dimensions shown in Figure 2.3, and three bare C-4 charges (Figure 1.3),
requiring a total of 850 grams of C-4.

Figure 2.3: Schematics of galvanized pipes used for C-4 pipe bombs

The experimental setup for both bare C-4 and the encased charges was the
same, and it is shown in Figure 2.4. The charges were placed on the ground with
a sandbag underneath them. The high speed camera was placed perpendicular to
the charges, where the horizontal center of the pipe bomb was in the center of the
field of view of the camera. This was done to prevent the pipe caps from hitting
the camera during detonation. The camera was placed inside an aluminum box to
prevent fragment damage, which allowed for the camera to be placed at ground
level approximately 41 meters from the charges (Figure 2.5).

All the pipes used for this experiment had the same dimensions, shown in
Figure 2.3. EMRTC provided all the C-4 needed for the test. Using the properties
of C-4 provided by EMRTC, shown in Table 2.1, the maximum amount of C-4
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Figure 2.4: Aerial view of schematics for the pipe bomb and bare C-4 shots

that could be held by the geometry of the pipes is 315 grams. Thus, the upper
limit of the test was set up at 300 grams.

The range of mass of C-4 in the different charges, shown in Table 2.2, al-

Figure 2.5: Physical view of experimental set up
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Table 2.1: Composition C-4 Properties
Composition 91% RDX - 9% Polyisobutylene
Density (g/cm3) 1.60
Density (lb/ft3) 99.88
VoD (m/s) 8092

lowed for the determination of the scalability and repeatability of C-4. The C-4
inside the pipes was placed as close to the center as possible to minimize sym-
metry errors. The high speed videos of these shots were recorded and processed
via the BOS technique. Then, shock wave radius vs time profiles, and the Mach
number vs shock radius profiles were obtained.

Table 2.2: Test Matrix of C-4 Pipe Bombs and Bare Charges
Charge Number C-4 Mass (g) Type of Charge Distribution of Explosive

1 50 Bare Charge Center of test area
2, 3 50 Pipe Bomb Center of pipe bomb
4 100 Pipe Bomb Center of pipe bomb

5, 6 300 Bare Charge Center of test area

The setup of the test required running trigger, ethernet and power lines
from the bunker, on the right side of Figure 2.4, to the camera. While the test took
place, the camera was armed and monitored from inside the bunker. The camera
activated at the same time the explosives were set off using a RP-83 explosive
bridge wire initiation system. The firing details are shown in Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Firing details for the initiation of explosives and triggering of high
speed camera

The FS-17 EBW (explosive bridge wire) was the firing system used here
because the explosive charges and the high speed cameras were activated at the
same time. Thus the module voltage needed to be monitored. The maximum
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distance allowed between the FS-17 and the CDU is 5000 feet. The control unit
(CDU), which kept the communication between input and output devices, can
only be 300 feet from the detonator. The CDU send the signal to a CVT, which
then activates the detonator. A delay generator by Stanford Research Systems
regulates the delay needed for triggering the detonators and the Phantom cam-
era. The Phantom camera is set to rising edge, which allows the camera to acti-
vate when there is a rise in voltage. Environmental parameters were noted hourly
for scaling purposes.

After the field of view for each test was determined, calibration measure-
ments were made to be able to convert pixel distances viewed in the high speed
images to true distance values in meters. To accomplish this conversion, an object
of known length was placed in the field of view, and an image was taken with
the high speed camera. Then, the length of the object in pixels was divided to its
length in meters, resulting in a pixel per meter ratio, which was used when cal-
culating the diameter of the shock wave. When recording the high speed videos
of the bare charges and pipe bombs, a variation of resolutions and speeds were
used. These variations are shown in Table 2.3. Because the camera was always
looking at the same area and was never moved, the calibration measurements
were not influenced by the resolution or the frames per second at which the high
speed videos were recorded.

Table 2.3: High Speed Camera Parameters Used Per C-4 Shot
Charge Number Resolution Speed (FPS)

1 1024 x 800 8000
2 1024 x 800 8000
3 1024 x 800 8000
4 1024 x 800 8000
5 256 x 800 25000
6 1024 x 800 9000

Once the videos were recorded, they were taken to the laboratory where
they were processed using MATLAB.

2.3 Experimental Setup for Encased and Uncased ANFO

Several charges of encased and uncased Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil (AN-
FO) were detonated. These detonations took the form of car bombs and one bare
charge, and were recorded using a Phantom v711 high speed camera (Figure 2.1).
The purpose of these experiments was to characterize ANFO to gain a better un-
derstanding of its physical properties, and investigate its scalability potential.
The car bombs recorded formed part of a demonstration EMRTC performed as
part of the First Responder Training Program.
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A total of 4 car bombs were recorded and analyzed. The experimental set-
up for the car bomb detonations (Figure 2.7) did not vary between shots. The
distance between the high speed camera and the car was 210 meters. Although
this distance is far from the center of the charge, the camera was placed inside an
aluminum box to prevent any fragment damage. The explosive charge remained
the same for all shots and was placed in the truck of each car. The casing, or
vehicle detonated, varied in dimensions and style, specified in Table 2.4. Each
car had its air bags removed, and the gas tank emptied for safety purposes.

Figure 2.7: Areal view of the experimental set up used for car bombs containing
ANFO

Table 2.4: Test Matrix for Car Bombs Containing ANFO
Charge ANFO Type Temperature Pressure

Number Mass (kg) of Car (◦ F) (Pa)
1 113.4 1999 Ford Escort 86.7 101625
2 113.4 1990 Toyota Cressida 81.0 101287
3 113.4 1996 Saturn SL 77.9 102032
4 113.4 1994 VW Caddy Pick-Up 64.8 101659
5 1.59 Uncased Charge 67.8 101219

All car bombs were detonated between the hours of 1:30 pm and 3:15
pm on different days, and even though pressures and temperatures varied, clear
skies were the overall weather condition. An additional bare shot of ANFO was
recorded. The results obtained from this video were used to compare how casing
affects the shock wave velocity and Mach number of ANFO. Both temperature
and pressure for each shot can be found in Table 2.4.

Ethernet, power and trigger lines ran from the bunker to the camera. The
camera was remotely monitored from the bunker. A hand trigger was used to
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activate the camera, while the explosive charge was initiated separately using an
FS-17.

Figure 2.8: General placement of charges inside the trunk of a car

The ammonium nitrate fuel oil used was that provided by EMRTC. For
all shots, the explosive charges were placed in the trunk of each car (Figure 2.8).
The charges were dual primed for safety and reliability of detonation. The dual
priming did not affect the results of the explosion. The properties of the ANFO
used are shown in Table 2.5

Table 2.5: 94% Ammonia Nitrate Prill / 6% Fuel Oil ANFO Properties
Bulk Density (g/cm3) 0.84
VoD (m/s) 2400 - 4750

Similarly to the C-4 experiment, calibration measurements were performed.
The calibration measurements were different for every car bomb because the field
of view from one shot was not identical to the next. Table 2.6 indicates the pa-
rameters of each video taken.

Table 2.6: High Speed Camera Parameters Used Per ANFO Shot
Charge Number Resolution Speed (FPS)

1 512 x 608 18003
2 448 x 800 16000
3 512 x 800 8000
4 512 x 800 6000
5 800 x 800 5000
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2.4 Background Oriented Schlieren Algorithm

After recording the high speed videos of the detonation of C-4 and ANFO,
they were analyzed using the BOS technique (Figure 2.9). In order for this pro-
cess to take place, the high speed videos were converted into high speed images.
Using these processed high-speed images, the shock front was visualized using a
computer algorithm.

Figure 2.9: Background oriented schlieren image processing. The undisturbed
image (A) is subtracted from a disturbed image (B), resulting in an image that
shows the density and pressure gradients of the shock wave (C).
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The BOS processing requires an image of the undisturbed background to
be taken (Figure 2.9A). Due to the size of the field of view, the background used
for all experiments was a hillside instead of a random-dotted pattern. The images
obtained during the detonation of the car bomb contained density and pressure
gradients (Figure 2.9B). The computer algorithm subtracts the undistorted image
from those images with density and pressure gradients, resulting in a series of
images with a highlighted, easy-to-track shock front (Figure 2.9C).

The displacement of the shock wave observed from one image to the next,
shown in Figure 2.10, is used to calculate the shock wave position versus time
profiles, and Mach number versus radius profiles. The application of the BOS
technique to high-speed videos helps obtain quantitative measurements of shock
waves of a particular explosion.

Figure 2.10: BOS images clearly show the expanding spherical shock wave from
the car bomb explosion. Images are 12.2 milliseconds apart.
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2.5 Computer Algorithm for Shock Wave Tracking

Once the gray-scale images are processed using the BOS technique, they
are processed with another computer algorithm that measures the shock wave
radius as a function of time [21]. This algorithm takes each image with a high-
lighted shock (Figure 2.10) and back-tracks the shock wave from the edge of the
field of view to the center of the charge. Because the frames per second of each
shot is known (Tables 2.3, and 2.6), the time at which each image was taken is
also known. For this particular experiment, the code required the user to manu-
ally enter the center of the charge coordinates, and radius of the shock wave at
each frame in pixel units.

The center of the explosion did not always match the center of the IEDs. In
the case of the car bombs, the explosive was placed in the trunk of the car, which
meant that the center of the explosion would be somewhere in the centerline of
the trunk. For the pipe bombs, the center of explosion originated at the center
of the IED for the most part. Nevertheless, there were a few occasions where
the explosive was not placed exactly in the middle of the pipes. Thus, instead of
using the center of the casing, the first frame where disturbances were observed
was used to more accurately locate the center of explosion.

Figure 2.11: Using an undisturbed image, the length of the calibration object is
measured in pixels, and compared to its equivalent in meters.

The algorithm uses the conversion factor to obtain the radius of the shock
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wave in meters from the pixel measurement. This conversion factor is unique for
every experiment, and it is obtained by measuring the distance in meters of an
object perpendicular to the camera and located along the centerline of the object
of interest, as shown in Figure 2.11. Other required input for the algorithm is the
explosives mass, the ambient temperature and pressure of each shot, estimated
unit conversion errors, as well as the frame rate at which the video was taken.
With this inputs in place, the algorithm backtracks the shock wave, starting at
the last image where the shock wave is present, and ending at the first image
where no disturbances are present.

The algorithm makes radius measurements and fits them to Equation 1.9,
and outputs the sequence image number, the location of the shock wave with re-
spect to time, the Mach number at each image point, and the error on both the
shock radius and the Mach number. Other outputs also include x-t diagrams, and
a movie that shows the shock wave movement backwards in time. The afore-
mentioned outputs help identify any human errors present in the shock wave
tracking.

The velocity of the shock wave at each frame is calculated using a centered
difference in radii over the difference in time. The velocity is then used to plot
the Mach number at each radius point. The Mach number is used to identify the
various physical properties of a shock.
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CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Once the high speed videos of the detonation of C-4 and ANFO were pro-
cessed using the algorithm described in Section 2.5, the output data were ana-
lyzed. The information gathered was used to generate shock wave radius versus
time profiles for each test. From these data, the scaled radii and time were cal-
culated and plotted. In addition, the shock wave Mach numbers were calculated
and plotted with respect to scaled radii. The Mach numbers of each profile served
to obtain pressure profiles with respect to scaled radii.

The data presented here does not represent all the tests that took place.
Some pipe bombs were not included because the explosive material was not C-4,
but rather smokeless powder. Several car bombs were recorded, but only the best
results are presented. The excluded tests were not included because the data ob-
tained from the videos had too much noise and/or fragments crossing the shock,
which made it difficult to identify which pixels represented the shock front and
which were just part of debris. Only the results of the processed high speed im-
ages with a clearly defined shock are presented.

Figure 3.1: x-t diagrams for a 50-g bare C-4 charge obtained from the shock wave
tracking algorithm.

To determine which data sets would be used, the streak images obtained
from the BOS process were taken into consideration. As mentioned in Section
2.5, the computer algorithm outputs position versus time (x-t) diagrams. These
diagrams are a simple way to check if the algorithm is correctly tracking the shock
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wave. These x-t diagrams highlight the shock with a single line of pixels as time
increases, as detected by the computer program. The streak diagram in Figure
3.1 shows the program is detecting the right location of the shock wave, and thus,
this set of data can be used for further analysis.

3.1 Shock Wave Location versus Time Profiles

The shock wave radius versus time profiles of all pipe bombs, bare C-4,
car bombs and bare ANFO charge were obtained from the information outputted
by the computer algorithm.

3.1.1 Composition C-4 Bare Charges and Pipe Bombs

Figure 3.2: Un-scaled Shock Wave Radius vs Time profiles for bare C-4 charges
and pipe bombs at different masses.

The profiles of confined charges of the same mass, and bare charges of the
same mass, overlap as expected, as shown in Figure 3.2. The shock wave created
by the bare charge of 50 grams of C-4 is propagating slightly faster than the shock
wave of the pipe bomb containing 100 grams. This is due to the fact that the frag-
ments of the galvanized pipe absorb energy from the expanding gases and reduce
the shock wave propagation speed [23]. The error in these profiles is smaller than
the size of the markers, and the uncertainty of the radii measurements is ± 0.01
m. The general trend of the profiles presented here indicates that the shock wave
starts traveling at a high speed, and then it decays. Thus, even though the radius
of the shock wave is increasing, it is not doing so at a constant rate.
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In order to be able to make a comparison between each profile obtained,
the resulting shock wave radius vs time profiles are scaled to 1-kilogram charges
of C-4, shown in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Scaled Shock wave radius vs Time profiles for bare C-4 charges and
pipe bombs at different masses.

The scaling laws used were the Sachs laws, which were previously de-
scribed in section 1.2. For each profile, the scaling factors c and S (Equations 1.7
and 1.8) were unique. These scaling factors were obtained by using the ambient
temperatures and pressures measured at the same time each shot took place, as
well as the mass of charge detonated. All profiles were scaled to a 1-kilogram
explosive charge, hence the value of WSTD stayed constant. For every high-speed
video analyzed, the measured radii at each frame, the time of each frame, and its
corresponding scaling factors were used in Equation 1.6 to calculate the values
of scaled radius and scaled times.

It is observed in Figure 3.3 that the profiles for uncased C-4 overlap with
each other, as is the case of the cased C-4 profiles, regardless of the weight of ex-
plosive used per shot. The uncased and encased scaled profiles do not overlap
because there is energy lost due to fragmentation of the pipes containing the ex-
plosives. However, regardless of the casing, these profiles become close together.
The coefficients shown in Table 3.1, along with Equation 1.9, were utilized to
obtain a curve fit for the bare charge profiles, which is plotted along with the
Composition C-4 scaled results.

Table 3.1: Experimental and reported curve fit coefficients for Bare C4
Coefficients A B C D

Experimental -0.14568 1.0000 -0.25226 2.5488
By Hargather 0.010656 1.0000 -0.48533 2.7577
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This curve fit is plotted in Figure 3.4, along with a curve fit obtained using
the coefficients reported by Hargather [11]. As it can be seen, the curve fit pro-
file of uncased C-4 agrees with the profile obtained using Hargathers coefficients.
The small discrepancies observed between these curve-fit profiles is attributed to
the difference in experimental set-ups, and uncertainties present in the measure-
ments.

Figure 3.4: Curve fit profiles for bare C-4 obtained using coefficients in Table 3.1.

Coefficients for the scaled pipe bomb profiles were also calculated (Table
3.2), and used along with Equation 1.9 to obtain a trend line for encased C-4. A
comparison between the curve fits of bare C-4 charges and C-4 pipe bombs can be
observed in Figure 3.5. To obtain a mass difference between these two profiles,
the curve fit of bare C-4 was forced to overlap with the curve fit of encased C-4
by changing the value of S (Equation 1.8). This resulted in a mass value of µ of
0.16 kg, which indicates that a 0.16-kg charge of bare C-4 would have the same
shock wave characteristics as a 1-kg C-4 pipe bomb.

Table 3.2: Experimentally Obtained Curve Fit Coefficients for Encased C-4
A B C D

-.013755 1.0000 -0.14898 1.4914
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Figure 3.5: Least squared trend lines for bare and encased C-4.

3.1.2 ANFO Bare Charges and Car Bombs

As it was the case for C-4, the ANFO profiles also indicate a decay in shock
propagation as the shock wave gets further away from the origin. The bare ANFO
charge (Figure 3.6) shows a smooth, non-linear profile as expected. The shock

Figure 3.6: Un-scaled Shock Wave Radius vs Time profiles for bare and encased
ANFO in the form of car bombs. Mass of ANFO bare charge = 1.6 kg. Mass of
ANFO in car bombs = 113.4 kg.
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wave is decaying as it propagates with time, but not at a constant rate. The shock
created by this bare explosion did not require breaking any casing, and thus, the
propagation of the shock wave is smooth. The error bars not shown are smaller
than the size of the markers for each profile, and the uncertainty if the radii mea-
surements is ± 0.06 m.

The profiles of the experiments performed with ANFO do not overlap,
even though the same mass of explosive was used throughout, with the exception
of the bare charge. Unlike the C-4 detonations, the ANFO experiments did not
have a consistent casing. Every car used was a different style, make, and model;
the materials the car was made out of were not the same, and the overall curb
weight of the cars also varied. Moreover, the size of the trunks, which is where
the explosive was placed, were different. Nevertheless, the car bomb profiles
seem to have followed the same trend.

For comparison purposes, the ANFO profiles were scaled to a 1-kg charge
as done for C-4. The profiles shown in Figure 3.7 reveals that the scaled values
calculated for ANFO do not produce similar or overlapping profiles. This fact
might be due to the inconsistency between experiments. Even when the fields
of view, ambient temperatures and pressures, and amount of explosives were
very similar in between shots, the results show that there are other variables that
affect the repeatability of the results. In this case, the biggest difference between
experiments was the material and size of casing.

Figure 3.7: Scaled Shock wave radius vs Time profiles for bare ANFO charges
and car bombs.

The profiles for the car bombs are not as smooth as the profile for the bare
ANFO charge. This is attributed to human error and the inability to accurately
detect the pixel indicating the leading edge of the shock wave. Unlike the bare
C-4 charges, bare ANFO had to be placed inside a sono-tube because the prills
of ANFO scattered when placing them directly on the ground. Thus, even the
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bare ANFO charge lost some energy to destroying the casing. Moreover, the ve-
locity at which ANFO detonates is influenced by the confinement of the charge;
the better the confinement, the faster ANFO detonates. Because the total mass of
the ANFO charges was confined inside the trunk of the cars (as opposed to dis-
tributed throughout the whole interior of the cars), a higher detonation velocity
was achieved.

The mass of the ANFO charges remained constant between shots, which
means the ambient pressures and temperatures were the only parameters influ-
encing the scaling laws. The variations among these temperatures and pressures
were very slight, and thus the scaled profiles get closer together, but do not over-
lap. Thus, even though the Sachs method takes into account atmospheric vari-
ations in pressure and temperature, the biggest influence of this analysis is the
mass of the explosive charges. Moreover, because the encasing of the ANFO
charges is not constant in dimensions, material or weight, as is the encasing of
C-4, the energy lost due to fragmentation is different for each shot, affecting the
consistency of the profiles and preventing them from overlapping.

The comparison between Figures 3.7 and 3.3 show that for an ideal ex-
plosive (C-4), the shock wave propagates faster when the explosive is not en-
cased. The opposite is observed for non-ideal explosives (ANFO); the shock
wave created by encased ANFO propagates faster than that of uncased ANFO.
If smoother, and more uniform scaled shock wave radius versus scaled time pro-
files could be generated for ANFO, a scaling factor between bare and encased
ANFO charges could be obtained, as done for C-4. However, because the re-
sults observed for ANFO were obtained from experiments with inconsistencies,
such as the casing of the charge, the scaling factor for ANFO is not included in
the present work. Nonetheless, based on Figure 3.3, it is predicted that a larger
charge of bare ANFO would be needed to replicate the shock wave characteristics
of a 1-kg charge of encased ANFO. Although a reason as to why this would hap-
pen has not been established, the results gathered in this work support previous
observations that the detonation of encased non-ideal explosives creates a shock
wave that is propagating faster than uncased non-deal explosives [35]. This is
also shown by Catanach et. al., who performed rate stick tests on lightly con-
fined ANFO at varying diameters, finding that ANFOs detonation velocity was
deficient near the critical diameter [36].

3.2 Mach Number versus Shock Location

The Mach number is calculated using the centered finite difference from
the radius profiles. Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show the distribution of the shock
wave Mach number as a function of the scaled shock wave radius for the C-4
and ANFO charges respectively.

As it can be observed in Figure 3.8, the Mach number profiles followed the
same trend, starting at high values, and then decaying to Mach 1 as the radius of
the shock wave increased. The ANFO Mach profiles in Figure 3.9 show more
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scattered data. However, the curve fit applied to these data indicates that the
ANFO profiles follow a similar trend as the C-4 profiles, starting at high Mach
values and eventually decaying to one. This curve fit was obtained by differ-
entiating Equation 1.9 with respect to time. C-4 profiles are shown to be more
uniform than ANFO profiles. This is because the detonation and properties of
ANFO are not as ideal as those of C-4.

Figure 3.8: Mach number vs scaled shock wave radius profiles for all Composi-
tion C-4 charges.

Figure 3.9: Mach number vs scaled shock wave radius profiles for all Ammonium
Nitrate Fuel Oil car bombs and bare charges.

The scaled shock location as a function of time allows the derivation of
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other important information specific to a given explosive, such as the Mach num-
ber versus shock wave radius profiles. Knowing the ratio of values of a physical
property of a shock leads to the ability to calculate any other physical property
of such shock. That is why if the Mach number, M, is known (Equation 3.1),
other properties of the shock can be found, such as shock overpressures (Equa-
tion 3.2), gas densities (Equation 3.3), and absolute gas temperatures (Equation
3.4) [23]. Here, Vs is the velocity of shock wave, a0 is the speed of sound through
the medium, and γ is the ratio of specific heats of the gas.

M =
Vs

a0
(3.1)

P2 = PATM
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2γ
(

M2 − 1
)

γ + 1

)
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M2 (γ − 1) + 2
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T2

T1
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)
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3.3 Pressure Profiles

The shock wave Mach number can be related to the overpressure, P2, via
Equation 3.2. For Composition C-4, shown in Figure 3.10, it was found that
the pressure rapidly increases during the first moments after detonation. As the
radius of the shock wave increases, the overpressure of the shock decayed expo-
nentially. These profiles are compared to computationally generated profiles in
Chapter 4.

From these profiles, it was observed that the peak shock wave pressures
for encased C-4 were much smaller than the peak pressures for uncased C-4.
Also, the peak shock wave overpressure of uncased detonations was larger for
larger mass charges. The cased charges profiles show the same behavior; pipe
bombs with 100 grams of C-4 have a higher peak pressure than pipe bombs with
50 grams of C-4. The noticeable difference of peak pressure values between bare
charges and encased charges is attributed to the fact that the casing absorbed
energy to be broken apart.

For the ANFO experiments, plotted in Figure 3.11, pressure profiles are
also gathered from the local Mach numbers. The peak overpressures for these
profiles carry error with them. During the first few frames of the event, the fire-
ball washed out the shock wave, making it difficult to get an accurate reading on
the value of the shock wave diameter. Because the Mach number is calculated
using this distance, the error was carried to the pressure profiles.
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Figure 3.10: Overpressure vs logarithmic values of scaled radius for cased and
uncased Composition C-4.

Figure 3.11: Overpressure vs scaled radius profile for cased and uncased ANFO.
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3.4 Experimental Error

The measurements of radius as it approaches the center of detonation are
another source of error. For the cased explosions, it is very hard to pin-point the
center of the explosive or exact origin of detonation. The center of each detona-
tion was determined to the best abilities by the user, introducing human error to
the analysis. For the uncased explosions, it was easier to establish an origin for
the explosion, with uncertainties of only ±1 pixels. The detonation of the explo-
sive charge released energy that was then absorbed by the casing, causing this
to fragment in uncountable pieces. Some of these pieces passed the shock front,
making it somewhat difficult to distinguish between shock wave and fragments.
Thus, further human error was introduced when selecting the pixel that indicates
the leading the shock wave, adding an uncertainty of ±1 pixels.

The luminosity of the explosion conceals the visibility of the detonation
products [23]. Although the fireball created by these explosions was not investi-
gated, it is noted that it had an effect on the uncertainty introduced when track-
ing the shock wave approximately 1 meter away from the center of the car bomb
detonations. To account for this error, it was assumed that the shock wave was
spherical, and the visible shock on the sides was used to estimate the location of
the shock wave perpendicular to the charge.

The exact time the explosives detonate is uncertain. The frame rate se-
lected for each one of the high speed videos, however fast it was, did not record
the instant the charges initiate. The charges detonated sometime between their
respective frame zero and one, but the exact moment is unknown. Thus, time
zero in the profiles is not exact, which means the profiles could be shifted along
the horizontal axis approximately 0.001 second. For the analysis of these explo-
sives, time zero was considered to be the time at the frame previous to the first
frame with disturbances.

The high speed camera is capable of recording gray scale images. This
made it difficult to identify the pixel representing the leading edge of the shock
wave. Thus human error was brought out in the results. Calibration measure-
ment errors were introduced the further the charge was from the camera. An
object with known distance was placed in the field of view, but because it is far
from the camera, and the camera is only capable of recording gray scale videos,
the edges of the calibration object were not clearly defined. Nevertheless, the dis-
tance from the camera to both edges of the calibration object was measured re-
peatedly and averaged. These measurements helped determine the uncertainty
in the calibration distances, which are ±3 pixels for the ANFO charges, and ±1
pixel for the C-4 charges. These uncertainties are specified and accounted for
within the computational algorithm.
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CHAPTER 4

CTH COMPUTER MODELING

Numerical simulations were performed using the hydrocode CTH. CTH is
a computer modeling software developed by Sandia National Laboratories. This
hydrocode allows for simulation of explosions. It is capable of simulating explo-
sions in one dimension (rectilinear, cylindrical, and spherical meshes), two di-
mensions (rectangular and cylindrical meshes) or three dimensions (rectangular
meshes). CTH uses second - order numerical methods, which reduce dispersion
and dissipation to produce more accurate results [37].

The detonation of the explosives used for this thesis was modeled using
CTH’s Jones-Wilkins-Lee (JWL) formula. The medium was air modeled as an
ideal gas. The results obtained using this hydrocode are compared to the exper-
imental results. Only C-4 was simulated because an equation of state for ANFO
was not available within the hydrocode.

4.1 Composition C-4 Computational Simulation

A 1-kilogram C-4 bare charge detonation was modeled using a 1-dimensio-
nal analysis and the JWL EOS. The charge is assumed to be spherical with a ra-
dius of 5.3 centimeters. This value was obtained using the density of C-4 (1.6
g/cm2)and the mass of the charge (1kg). The center of the charge was consid-
ered to be at 0 cm. A tracer was programed to be every 5.3 centimeters, going
out to 3.3 meters, giving a total of 63 tracers. Each of these tracers took pres-
sure measurements as the shock wave passed through. The simulation outputs a
spreadsheet with the number of tracers and pressures read over a period of 5E−3

seconds. CTH works with geometry regions called blocks, which have their own
volume mesh, but share the same geometry among them. Here, it was deter-
mined that a ratio of 10 blocks per centimeter would be used. These blocks cover
the total region being modeled, in this case, 500 centimeters. A temporal mesh is
set according to the limits established by the user. The mesh lines are fixed, the
quantities are cell centered, and the materials move through the mesh [38].

The output data were used to find the times at which the shock wave
passed through each tracer. Because the distance between tracer is known, a
shock wave radius vs time profile was created, and shown in Figure 4.1. The
profile shows the expected trend: the radius of the shock wave increases as time
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increases, but not linearly. The CTH simulation allows for an ideal scenario to be
recreated.

Figure 4.1: Shock wave radius vs Time profiles for a CTH simulation of a 1kg bare
C-4 charge.

Figure 4.2 shows the shock wave vs time profiles obtained experimentally
and that obtained using CTH. It is observed that the simulation results follow the
same general trend as the experimental results, but the bare charge profiles ob-
tained using the BOS method do not align with the computer simulation profile.
Ideally, the experimental bare charge profiles would align with the computational
profile because all profiles are scaled to 1-kg charges, and no casing was present.
However, the simulation is using JWL EOS, which properties are obtained us-
ing the cylinder explosion test. This test is a good approximation up to 7 times
the volume of the explosive, because iron starts to fragment beyond 7 volumes
[39]. Thus, the CTH simulation is not expected to be accurate beyond 7 times
the volume of the charge. For this case, the volume of the charge (625 cm2) is
obtained using the mass and the density of C-4, which results in a 7V value of
4375 cm2. This volume corresponds to a radius of 10.14 cm, which means that
an agreement between the profiles is expected 10 .14cm out of the center of the
charge. Figure 4.2 shows the CTH simulation agrees with the bare curves going
out a distance of almost a meter, which is well over the expected value.

For comparison purposes, the experimentally obtained Mach number pro-
files were also compared to the Mach number profile of the CTH simulation. The
Mach numbers with respect to position for the simulation were obtained using
Equation 3.1. As mentioned before, the comparison is between ideal and real
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Figure 4.2: A comparison between scaled shock wave radius vs time profiles ob-
tained experimentally and computationally.

Figure 4.3: A comparison between Mach number vs scaled radii profiles obtained
experimentally and computationally.
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scenarios. However, Figure 4.3 shows that the experimental profiles follow the
same trend obtained from the computational analysis.

Equation 3.2 was used to obtain the overpressure profile of the CTH sim-
ulation, which is shown in Figure 4.4. Again, the profiles show an agreement in
trend. The difference in peak pressures between the 300-gram and the 1000-gram
charges is fairly large, although both pressures are of the same magnitude. Fur-
ther investigation on this discrepancy would be required, but is not included in
the present work.

Figure 4.4: A comparison between scaled shock wave radius vs overpressure
ratio profiles obtained experimentally and computationally.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The background oriented schlieren was used in the present work to ana-
lyze the shock wave propagation of several encased and uncased C-4 and ANFO
explosions. The shock wave location was plotted as a function of time. From
these data and information of each event, such as temperature and pressure,
scaled results were obtained using Sachs scaling laws. The Mach numbers were
plotted as a function of the scaled radii of each explosion. From the Mach num-
ber, the overpressure was calculated. Moreover, the C-4 profiles are compared to
results obtained using the CTH hydrocode developed by Sandia National Labs.
These profiles are used to characterize the explosives presented in this thesis.

BOS is a technique that can accurately track the shock wave caused by
the detonation of high explosives in a laboratory environment [3]. Nevertheless,
the BOS method is proved to be effective when analyzing and tracking the shock
wave of large-scale experiments performed outdoors, as shown in Figure 3.1.
From the information gathered after applying the BOS method to the high speed
images of the detonation of C-4 and ANFO, characteristic profiles for each of
these explosives were obtained. These characteristic profiles helped determine,
or support results in literature, of whether C-4 and ANFO could be scaled.

The scaled results obtained for Composition C-4 supported those presented
by Hargather [11], and were in well agreement with the hydrocode simulations.
A mass equivalence of µ = 0.16 kg was obtained by scaling the bare curve fit pro-
file to the encased curve fit profile. This indicates that a bare C-4 charge of 0.16-kg
would generate the same shock wave profile as a 1-kg pipe bomb, which, based
on the results presented in this thesis, is a reasonable value. This, in addition with
the minimum equipment required, indicates that the BOS process can be used as
a relatively cheap alternative to explosives characterizations. Future work con-
sists on using different casing materials and investigating the energy lost due
to fragmentation of such casing materials. Moreover, working with larger mass
charges in similar confinement, and scaling them down to a 1-kg charge, would
prove consistency with the results presented here, which were scaled up to a 1-kg
charge.

The Ammonium Nitrate Fuel Oil results, although showing good agree-
ment in their profile trends, should be complimented with more experiments.
Even though the masses of the ANFO charges did not vary, the inconsistency in
the casings, i.e. cars, prevented the profiles to overlap as expected. Areas of fu-
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ture improvement include working with a more consistent setup by encasing the
ANFO in the same material every time. By eliminating variables, one can elimi-
nate sources of error. If it is possible, use the same kind of car (year, make, and
model) to be able to compute how much energy is absorbed by the fragments and
how much damage they do to the surrounding area during a car bomb explosion.
Also, more high speed videos of larger masses of bare charges at different masses
are required to improve scalability results.

Both C-4 and ANFO results could be improved by attempting to minimize
uncertainties within the measurements. One thing that could be done is having
larger pixel-to-physical calibration objects. Increasing the contrast on the area the
fireball is estimated to glow would help make the identification of the pixel lead-
ing the shock wave more accurate. Also, maximizing the sensitivity of the BOS
system while taking into account the constraints would help get better images,
which could later be used to obtain quantitative density measurements.

CTH simulations are a good comparison to the results obtained experi-
mentally. However, the equations of state used for the simulation (JWL) are ob-
tained using a cylinder test, which is only accurate to 7 fold volumes. Thus,
comparing physical results with computational simulation results only serves as
a good theoretical estimation the closer the measurements are taken to the center
of the charges. The detonation of a mass with a larger radius could be simulated
to have more agreement between experimental results and computational results.

The knowledge acquired using the BOS method at a large scale could be
applied to other explosives commonly used in IEDs. The results presented here
could help First Responders to scientifically visualize important information re-
garding the explosive events. Characteristic knowledge on the shock wave cre-
ated after the detonation of an improvised explosive device would help First Re-
sponders to be prepared to attend physical injuries caused by the shock wave
overpressure.

Understanding the dangers involved in an IED detonation could save lives
if the shock wave characteristics of the explosive are known. Thus, the informa-
tion gathered in this work is useful and necessary regardless if the explosive de-
vice has been detonated or not. The findings of this work can be used to gather
basic but crucial information, such as the distance where one would be safe from
pressure and debris. Moreover, if the information found here is paired with struc-
tural damage knowledge, better assessments can be made by First Responders,
and improvements can be made to the protective equipment provided to res-
cuers.

The present research has demonstrated the ability to use the BOS method
to analyze explosives at a large scale. This method proved to be a cheaper, and
more efficient way to characterize explosives [28] [11]. The results presented here
expanded on the laboratory-scaled methods previously investigated by other re-
searchers, as well as support data previously gathered from large scale experi-
mentation. Information regarding the shock wave characteristics of different ex-
plosives would lead to a better understanding of how IEDs work and what could
be done to minimize or eradicate the destruction they cause.
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